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Abstract
The following work is an attempt to design a preschool in Solna, 
just north of Stockholm. The project aimed to design a preschool 
that was not tailored towards a specific pedagogy, but would be 
flexible enough to accommodate a broad range of different and 
ever-evolving pedagogies.

The project uses the national curriculum as a point of departure 
and looks at how the democratising ambition held within the 
document can permeate the design process and the building itself. 
The process relied heavily on collaboration through workshops 
and discussions with children and teachers at Gläntan preschool 
in Högdalen. 

Recommendations from the National Board of Housing, Building 
and Planning (Boverket) concerning quality and quantity of 
outdoor playground areas conflicted with the size of the plot and an 
existing plan for the site drawn up by the local council (Detaljplan: 
Framnäs 16, May 2010 ).
This conflict, along with an aim towards increased equality of 
access were important factors in the design of the preschool.

Sammanfattning
Det som följer är ett försök att formge en förskola i Solna, norr om 
Stockholm. Projektets mål var att designa en flexibel förskola som 
inte är låst till en specifik pedagogik, utan som kan anpassas för 
olika pedagogiker och ändamål.

Projektet tar sin början i skolans läroplan och undersöker på 
vilka sätt dess demokratiska utgångspunkt kan genomsyra själva 
formgivningsprocessen och hur denna påverkar den resulterande 
byggnaden. Processen tog avstamp i, och färgades av, ett 
samarbete med barn och lärare på Gläntans förskola i Högdalen, 
vilket utgjordes av samtal och workshops.

Rekommendationer från Boverket om kvalitén och kvantiteten av 
gårdsyta (friyta) var i konflikt med storleken på tomten och den 
befintlig detaljplanen (Framnäs 16, Maj 2010 ). Denna konflikt 
tillsammans med viljan att öka tillgängligheten för alla var viktiga 
faktorer i förskolans formgivning.
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From early on in the project I wanted to design a “normal” 
Swedish preschool and to avoid mixing and matching different 
ways of doing eduation. There was no need to mix-and-match ei-
ther, it had already been done by others much more competent 
than myself. Aspects of specialist pedagogies have become part of 
the national curriculum and specialist practices normalised, for 
example the Montessori practice of given children choice to which 
activity they do, and when they do it. All preschools, regardless of 
specialisation, have to adhere to the curriculum, so I thought that 
in order to design a “normal” preschool, it was important to look at 
the curriculum to see which kind of ideas and goals are important 
on a national level. I read through the document, but kept return-
ing to the very first line:

“Democracy forms the founDation of the preschool”
(Läroplan för förskolan Lpfö 98, Reviderad 2010 )

The first line of the curriculum lets us assume that political will 
for democratisation of the preschool is in place, but it raised ques-
tions about how the preschool building itself could act as a demo-
cratic foundation for the activities that take place there? I decided 
that within this project, and architecture more generally, there 
were certain things that could help provide this foundation: the 
design process, flexibility of the building and equality of access._______________

I wanted to listen, to allow those who know more about how 
preschools really work to participate as much as possible in the 
process. I’ve never been to preschool, so all my experience of pre-
schools comes from being a parent to a four year old who does go, 
but doesn’t really talk much about it. I decided that the first thing 
to do would be to find out more about what it’s like for the children 
and the teachers. 

After talking to some of the teachers at my daughter’s pre-
school, Gläntan in Högdalen, an opportunity arose to work togeth-
er through workshops and discussions. It might have been better 
to work with those in the local area who would have a continued 
relationship with the site, but I felt that this would be too difficult 
with regards to timing and access. 

I saw the workshops as a way of exchanging knowledge, ideas, 
skills etc. between myself, the teachers and the children, and to 
learn from each other. The workshops helped generate discussion 
around teaching environments in general and provide an oppor-
tunity for the children to learn more about their relationships to 
the built environment and communicate their views. It was an 
attempt to find ways to work more directly with others and to 
demystify architecture within the wider community, while at the 
same time learning more about how social and political conditions 
shape spacial forms.

THE DESIGN PROCESS

PRESCHOOL IN SOLNA

This collaboration made a real difference. Some of the outcomes 
were easier to define than others and are mentioned in the text 
that accompanies an exploded diagram of the building (which also 
helps explain some other important things). Other outcomes were 
harder to define and I lacked the knowledge, confidence and time 
to perhaps make the most of this process. _______________

By not focusing on one specific pedagogy the building can 
hopefully adapt to and accommodate different and ever-evolving 
pedagogies. The structure of the building is also flexible enough 
to allow for other uses in the future (eg. the classrooms could be  
divided into three terraced houses, the kitchen/dining room into  
a shop or restaurant and the upper floors into offices). This future 
flexibility does not however take away from the building’s initial 
function as a preschool.

The fact that all the groups of children have direct access to the 
playground and the street is concerned with making daily rou-
tines a little easier. It is difficult to predict the ages of children in 
each group and the building should be flexible enough to allow for 
the grouping of children of different ages._______________

It was important that the building should be accessible, regard-
less of age or ability. The building’s form grew out of the desire to 
build-in equality of access from the beginning. On a basic spacial 
level we can think about physical access as the desire to move from 
one place to another, along with the obstacles presented. I think 
that by firstly thinking about those that would have the most dif-
ficulty with mobility we can help make things more equal (for all). 
In the case of a preschool I think it is especially important to think 
about physical accessibility. Firstly because those with disabilities 
should not be, or feel discriminated against by negligent design, 
and secondly because we do not want to implicitly “teach” that 
because of difficulty walking, seeing or something else, you should 
be excluded from certain spaces, empowerment at an early age is 
important.

Within the constraints of the site and the program I decided 
that a system of ramps would constitute the primary means of 
moving from the ground floor to the upper floors. This is impor-
tant not just for those with disability, but for the children (and 
teachers) as a whole. Often teachers are responsible for a group 
of around five children, so the logistics of negotiating flights of 
steps with two toddlers at a time could be difficult. However it was 
planned, it would seem to entail a lot of time and energy that could 
be spent doing something else and could build-in a period of lack of 
supervision. I see the ramps as a positive thing for all and a valid 
contribution to variation in the outside playground. 

EQUALITY OF ACCESS
FLEXIBILITY OF THE BUILDING
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Gläntan preschool in Högdalen is where my daughter goes, 
so it seemed natural to want to know more about what goes on 
there and the relationship between the children and the built 
environment. The majority of the school was drawn between  
1977–79, but the building where my daughter spends most of her 
time is a temporary prefab module that was placed on site in 2012.
It is representative of many similar temporary prefab structures, 
that are rapidly become the “normal” preschool building in Sweden. 
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How to fit the the building and playground on a plot that is 
less than 1/3 of the recommended area of a preschool 

playground?   

PLAYGROUND 
RECOMMENDED 

AREA 
3000M2

PLAYGROUND
594M2

BUILDING
673M2

PLOT
849M2



SITE PLAN (SCALE 1:2000 (A3))
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EQUAL ACCESS IS IMPORTANT. 
IT’S NOT ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO DECIDE THE 

AGES OF THE CHILDREN THAT WILL GO TO THE 
PRESCHOOL AND IT’S NOT ALWAYS DESIRABLE 

TO DIVIDE THE GROUPS UP BY AGE. NOT 
KNOWING THE AGES OF THE CHILDREN OR 

THEIR ABILITIES AND WANTING TO PROVIDE 
EQUAL ACCESS TO AND FROM THE STREET AND 
PLAYGROUND LED TO THE PLACEMENT OF THE 

ROOMS AND ENTRANCES AS SHOWN. 

AN UNEXPECTED OUTCOME FROM THE 
WORKSHOPS WAS SEEING THE EXCITEMENT 
THE CHILDREN DISPLAYED WHEN GOING TO 
POST A LETTER IN A DIFFERENT BUILDING. 

HERE IS A DESTINATION/ ROOM FOR 
DANCING/ATELJÉ. THIS IS ISOLATED FROM THE 

GROUP ROOMS BELOW AND TO VISIT IT THE 
CHILDREN GO ON A SMALL OUTING. A SPACE 

THAT IS A BIT OF AN ADVENTURE AND 
SEPERATE FROM THE EVERYDAY. THE VILLA 

SHELL ALSO CREATES A COVERED PLAY AREA 
ON THIS LEVEL.

RECOMENDATIONS FOR THE AMOUNT OF 
PLAYGROUND SPACE VARY, BUT 40M2/CHILD IS 

GOOD, WITH A MINIMUM AREA OF 3000M2 
REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF CHILDREN. 

THIS IS EQUIVELENT TO ALMOST 3X THE WHOLE 
PLOT ITSELF. BAR BUILDING A HUGE  

MULTISTORYCOMPLEX PERHAPS 6 STORIES 
HIGH, FILLING THE WHOLE LOT, I DIDN’T THINK 

THIS WAS ACHEIVABLE. THE INTENTION 
HOWEVER WAS TO CREATE AS MUCH AND AS 

VARIED PLAYGOUND SPACE AS POSSIBLE, WITH 
EASY ACCESS FROM THE STREET AND THE 

GROUP ROOMS. THE PLOT IS AROUND 850M2 
THE PLAYGROUND IS AROUND 740M2

IF THERE ARE 40 CHILDREN THIS IS AROUND 
19M2/CHILD.

THERE WAS AN AIM TO STICK TO THE AREA’S 
DOMINANT TYPOLOGY OF DETACHED VILLAS, 

TO REFER TO THE SITE’S HISTORY, AND TO THE 
DETAIL PLAN... IT SITS ON TOP OF A MUCH 
LARGER BUILDING ACKNOWLEDGING THE 

CRAZINESS OF THIS AMBITION WITH RESPECT 
TO THE AREA NEEDED FOR 50 CHILDREN.

AFTER TALKING TO PRESCHOOL TEACHERS IT 
SEEMED THERE WAS A NEED FOR DISTANCE 
AND SEPERATION AT THE START AND END OF 

THE WORKING DAY, AND IN THE SHORT BREAKS 
THAT THE STAFF TAKE. STAFF ROOMS AND THE 
STAFF ARE GIVEN A BIT OF SPACE AWAY FROM 
CHILDREN AND PARENTS. THIS IS THEIR SPACE.
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN (SCALE 1:100 (A3))
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN (SCALE 1:100 (A3))
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BASEMENT PLAN (SCALE 1:100 (A3))
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SUN STUDY

20 DEC 10:00

20 DEC 14:00

20 DEC 12:00

20 MAR 09:00

20 MAR 16:00

20 MAR 12:00 20 JUN 12:00

20 JUN 09:00

20 JUN 16:00

APPROXIMATION OF LIGHT/SHADOW ON SOUTH FACADE 12PM 20TH JUNE

N

Sun Study 
Approximation of light/shadow on south facade 12pm 20th June

N

MOVEMENT (GROUND FLOOR)

The group rooms are connected to each other and to the dining 
room through an axis that runs the entire length of the building 
but are divided by doors. This enables indoor passage between the 
group rooms and between them and the dining room. Within each 
set of class rooms there is another axis which connects the north 
and south gardens. Each of these relatively small gardens can 
function as a buffer to slow movement to or from the main play-
ground on the roof and the northerly space functions as an outdoor 
(covered) passage between the dining room and main entrance.

The building as a whole comes in two “parts” or volumes.  
The aforementioned group rooms and dining room/kitchen locat-
ed on the lower level and the large “movement” room and atel-
ier, along with staff rooms and meeting rooms on the upper level. 
Movement between these two volumes is facilitated primarilly  
by ramps.

Possible partition: flexible placement

To/from street

To/from
 street



Possible partition: flexible placement

SECTION A–A (SCALE 1:1000 (A3))
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1. Sound insulation (60mm) 
2. Reinforced concrete (cast in-situ) (200mm)
3.Primer coat
4. Foamglass + Foamglass tapered slabs (1.1 degree fall layered to 
height 250–140mm and laid in hot bitumen)
5. Two layers o bituminous waterproofing membranes
6 Foamglass (130mm)
7. Two layers o bituminous waterproofing membranes
8. Seperating/protective layer
9. EPDM wet pour surface with substrate 30mm

1. Reinforced concrete (cast in-situ)
2. Primer coat
3. Foamglass slabs bonded with PC 56 (2x100mm)
4. Top coat (PC 56)
5. Reinforcing mesh, mechanically fastened
6. Thick layer of render

1. Tubular steel construction
2. Corrugated steel sheeting

1. Screed 50mm
2. Reinforced concrete (100mm)
3. Extruded polystyrene 
(240mm)
4. Gravel/sand

1. Sprung floor
2. Timber joists (45x220mm)
3. Mineral wool (220mm)
4. Reinforced concrete (200mm)
5. Sound insulation (60mm)

1. Screed (60mm with heating)
2. Insulation (50mm)
3. Reinforced concrete(240mm)
4. Sound Insulation(120mm)

1. Plaster board (15mm)
2. Battens with mineral wool (45x45mm)
3. Vapour Barrier
4. Glued laminated timber rafters with mineral wool (350mm)
5. Battens (on top of rafters)/Ventilated cavity (34x45mm)
6. Secondary waterproofing on 21mm plywood
7. Counter battens (22x45)
8. Battens (70x45mm)
9. Corrugated steel sheeting
* Plate, roof felt and insect net details

Section/Perspective

1:50Scale: Original Format: A2

0 5m1 32 4

Selection of materials

Corrugated steel 
(painted in Pantone Yellow 012 C)
Shell over floors 1 and 2

Crazy paving
Areas of lower playground 
and cloakroom areas

Scraped Plaster
Facade on ground floor

EPDM poured surface
(including various patterns)
Upper playground surface
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Workshop Proposals

Through thinking about volume and scale from the point 
of view of animals/pets, we can help understand how the 

children themselves relate to these concepts. By looking at 
light conditions and surfaces, we can perhaps get a better 

understanding of their importance or lack thereof. y finding 
a safe sleeping environment for the pets, we can reflect on 
issues of security and comfort in the nursery environment.

 

Specific goals from Curriculum for the Preschool Lpfö 98 
Revised 2010

 develop their creative abilities and the ability to convey 
impressions, thoughts and experiences in many different 
forms of expression, such as play, pictures, song and music, 
dance and drama,

 develop their understanding of space, shapes, location 
and direction, and the basic properties of sets, quantity, 
order and number concepts, also for measurement, time and 
change,

 develop their curiosity and enjoyment, as well as their 
ability to play and learn,

 acquire and be able to differentiate shades of meaning 
in concepts, see interconnections and discover new ways of 
understanding the surrounding world,

 develop their ability to listen, reflect and express their own 
views and try to understand the perspectives of others,

Method

There’s a parrot on my shoulder, a monkey on my back, 
ants in my pants! “en gris på dagis” Help!....NO WAIT! 
that’s my pet! 

1) We discuss pets, which pet would you like? Which 
animal would you like to bring to nursery?

2) Each child chooses an animal and gives it a name. 
We discuss how big the animals are and mark the 
heights/widths of the animals on a wall. We relate the 
heights of the animals to the size of the children by 
measuring with fingers, hands and reach. We discuss 
the animal’s characteristics and needs, and if this 
means that they are limited to certain spaces. Can 
the animals reach the light switch? See out of the 
window? Fit through the door? Sit on a chair? 

Now the animals are getting tired. Where are they 
going to sleep? 

3) We discuss possible places for the animals to sleep 
and what they need? Where is it quiet? Where is it 
dark? Where is it comfortable? Can all the animals fit 
in the same room? We look at different places in the 
nursery and evaluate them. This is done primarily 
through measuring (with hands etc.) and through 
touch (eg. is the floor too hard,  soft, cold, rough etc.).

We record these places on a map of the nursery so that 
the pets don’t get lost.

4) We take the pets to the chosen places and they go to 
sleep for a while. (this time could be used for reading 
a book or taking a break)

Grrr...Sqweeek...The animals have woken up and they 
want to play.

5) We discuss what games the animals could play and 
where they could play these. 

6) The animals and children play.

7) Evaluate. Reflect.

My Pet
Ways of mapping



Grown-up’s shoes
Ways of mapping

By working with children’s curiosity for spaces that are off 
limits, we can discuss how the built environment reproduces 
inequalities of access and try to see these from the children’s 

perspectives. We can discuss whether or not this spacial 
segregation and the rules and hierarchies that underpin it 

are fair or even useful.

Specific goals from Curriculum for the Preschool Lpfö 98 
Revised 2010

 develop their ability to function individually and in 
a group, handle conflicts and understand rights and 
obligations, as well as take responsibility for common rules,

 develop their understanding of space, shapes, location 
and direction, and the basic properties of sets, quantity, 
order and number concepts, also for measurement, time and 
change,

 develop their curiosity and enjoyment, as well as their 
ability to play and learn,

 acquire and be able to differentiate shades of meaning 
in concepts, see interconnections and discover new ways of 
understanding the surrounding world,

 develop their ability to listen, reflect and express their own 
views and try to understand the perspectives of others,

Method

ST  o ntrance  ave you ever wandered what’s 
behind that door? 

1) We start by talking about the places in and 
around the nursery that children can’t be in. Is there 
somewhere that you’re not allowed to go? Somewhere 
that’s only for grown-ups?

2) We make a list of the places that the children 
mention and we plot these on a map of the nursery. 

3) Now we bring out a pair of adult’s shoes or 
alternatively shoe covers (the blue ones with elastic). 

4) The children take it in turns to lead the group to 
their chosen site. 

5) While we’re at the site we can discuss what the 
space is used for and why they are only for grown-ups.
Is this fair?

6) Once all the children have tried on the shoes and 
been given a chance to lead the group, we discuss if 
there are areas around the nursery that children use 
and adults do not. Do they want to show us these? 
Where are these? 

7) We mark these on the map and then we use this to 
lead the group to these places. 

8) While we’re at these places, we discuss what 
happens there and what makes them out of bounds 
for adults.

) Evaluate. Reflect.



Treasure Hunt
Ways of mapping

By map-making we can get a glimpse of how children 
perceive and relate to the nursery building and it’s grounds. 
Concepts of proximity, spacial order and functionality are 
brought into question. It can also help our understanding 

of how experiences, events and activities are affected 
by spacial constructs. Through the joint reading and 

interpretation of these “maps” and the valuing of distinct/
individual perceptions of space we can create awareness of 

different ways of seeing and describing the world around us. 
Hopefully we can even find possibilities for improving the 
built environment and the way in which spaces are used. 

Specific goals from Curriculum for the Preschool Lpfö 98 
Revised 2010

 develop an interest in pictures, texts and different media, 
as well as the ability to make use of, interpret and talk about 
them,

 develop their creative abilities and the ability to convey 
impressions, thoughts and experiences in many different 
forms of expression, such as play, pictures, song and music, 
dance and drama,

 develop their understanding of space, shapes, location 
and direction, and the basic properties of sets, quantity, 
order and number concepts, also for measurement, time and 
change,

 develop their ability to listen, reflect and express their own 
views and try to understand the perspectives of others,

Method

Ahoy there matey! The pirates have landed at nursery! 
They’ve hidden a treasure somewhere at nursery and 
made a map of how to nd it   short introduction to 
map reading and trying to understand how maps are 
an abstraction of actual space

) he first task is to all look at the ma  that the 
pirates (teachers) left and discus where it can be? 

) he second is to go and find it

It turns out that the treasure divides equally between 
everyone, phew. But now the pirates have sent a letter 
and they want the treasure back  an we hide it in a 
safe place hiding place  and then make a map so that 
the pirates can nd it?

3) The children go and hide their piece of treasure.

We record these hiding places on a map of the nursery 
so that the treasure doesn’t get lost.

4) We then make maps by using whatever means and 
material each child is comfortable with. During the 
making of the maps we can discuss what the children 
are drawing, different forms of representation, what 
we show and don’t show, symbols, etc. When the maps 
are finished, we can fold them u  and ut them into 
envelopes...Addressed TO THE PIRATES.

... ut what’s this? nother letter  The pirates write 
that they got shipwrecked and they don’t need the 
treasure anymore, they have enough already. They 
want the children to have it

5) The envelopes are given out to the children (being 
careful not to give back their own).

6) We take it in turns to open them, and discuss as a 
group where the treasure can be. The child who made 
it then helps to explain where it is.

7) We go and find it

8) Repeat steps 6 and 7.

) Evaluate. Reflect.



Workshop Improvement!
After proposing and discussing three ideas for workshops, we decided to continue with the 
“Treasure Hunt”. The teachers at Gläntan further developed this proposal and vastly improved 
it so that it would be possible to fit it in to the daily routine (and kid’s attention-spans!), while 
at the same time managing to keep the basic structure and aims. In this format there was also 
more opportunity for the children to move around, to investigate spacial relationships and create 
knowledge through bodily/physical interaction, whichI think was beneficial. 



Workshop 15th March



Byggrum
Cake, Table, Radiator, Sand, Mirror, Window, Clock, Brush



Matrum
Sun, Balloon, Car, Conkers, Boat, Games and Jigsaws, Table, Rings, Paint brushes, Lego, Rug, Pattern.



Läsrum
Books, Marrakas, Mattress, Drums, Snowmen, Ghost, Rugs, Star, Two windows, Poo.



Hemvrån
Chair, Doormat, Hob (with drawers), Mat, Bed and table, Hedgehog, Biscuits, Ghost.



Workshop

22nd
March







Workshop Reflections/Analysis
It’s always a little tempting to jump to conclusions without really taking the time to 
critically think about and analyse any outcomes. I’ll try to avoid this, but probably 
can’t. 

Perhaps the most important thing was that the children seemed to enjoy the 
workshops and they became a talking point for a while after. Some of the children 
could describe what happened in detail. Most of the children showed awareness of 
the use of symbols, in this case the cross marked the treasure. Most of the maps 
used the cross symbol in the “ right place”, but I’m not sure how much help was 
needed or given for this to happen. The use of a line to represent the route to the 
treasure was understood by the majority of the children, and this often avoided going 
through the black lines that represent walls. Perhaps we can say that the children 
recognised that there were separate spaces and boundaries. The route itself more 
often that took the treasure hunter on a detour through a scribble before connecting 
to the cross. In the map that the children received from the Easter bunny, the same 
thing happened. A fair amount of mimicry was going on even between the children.

In the first part of the workshop the children focused almost exclusively on describing 
the room through the objects contained within. This was unintentionally encouraged 
by the example map using the same method of description and the wording of the 
task. It was interesting however that the objects were not random, but related to 
activities that were more often than not of personal interest to the children. One 
example of this is that there are around twenty chairs in the “matrum” that were not 
represented in the drawing, whereas the four chairs in the “hemvrån” that are played 
with, transformed into trains, walls, climbing frames and so on, were.



Different Spaces

1
SHELTER

Safe

2
HATS AND HELMETS

Group

3
SLIDE
Shared

Dagny builds a preschool and I badly interpret it.
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TABLE
Public

1

2

3
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Conversations with preschool teachers

After hearing from preschool teachers in Norra Djurgårdsstaden (Fjällklockan) and regularly talking with teachers in Högdalen (Gläntan), the 
following points relating to the program and organisation of rooms can be made. On most points the teachers complimented and reinforced each 
other’s views. The atelier however was problematic*

 here should be good sound insulation and dam ening
 here should be lots of wall s ace and corners
 here should be a vilorum. m  as s ecified in the rogram should be ade uate
 here should be eas  access to toilets and changing facilities from the la ground
  staff entrance is a bonus
  staff cloakroom would be beneficial
 Each grou  of children should have their own cloakroom and entrance
 Each grou  of children should have at least three rooms
 he la ground should have direct access to the surrounding area outside
  large, shared dining room is a bonus, but it needs toilets and sinks close b
 n  stairs used b  the children should be designed for ease of use and safet
 ot s of storage is needed for materials and su lies

* The teachers at Norra Djurgårdsstaden who had an atelier were quite negative towards it, because it was difficult to access being on the second 
floor and difficult to use. Perhaps the main reason was that the floor area could have been distributed amongst the group rooms (avdelningar) 
which only had two rooms for each group and were very small. The Teachers at Högdalen who didn’t have access to an ateljé thought that it could 
be beneficial. In my opinion, the atelier should remain in the program, but not to the detriment of the group rooms (avdelningar). It is an essential 
part of the ReggioEmilia approach, which had a breakthrough in Sweden in the 70’s and was integrated into the curriculum during the 90’s. Not 
having an atelier could in principle rule out this educational philosophy. 

Basic Considerations 



Building regulations and own thoughts

The following is an incomplete list of some of the important basic building regulations and recomendations that apply to preschools.

 inimum ceiling height .7m
 Recomended m child o en s ace (fri ta). inimum m  la ground with a variet  of environmental conditions
 Windows should cover a minimum of  of the floor area
 Recomended ma imum  gradient for ram s with . m landing not more than ever  m. (  gradient ossibl  acce table)

...along with some of my own thoughts around the program and spacial arragement of the building and grounds.

 ll the grou  rooms should be accessible from the street and have direct access to the la ground. t is not alwa s ossible to 
either redict or choose the age of children that will attend the reschool. t is ossible that all the children who attend will be 
ver  oung (between  and ), so stairs could cause roblems and ossible in ur .  don t see an  negative as ect to having direct 
access for the older children either.

 he reschool and it s grounds should strive to be wheelchair accessible. t is sad to think that children who have difficult  
walking would have to go to another reschool and face discrimination at such an earl  age.

 he reschool should be eas  for children to navigate and find their wa  around.
 erha s a stage  area could be good for events like ucia  Christmas carrols etc.
  large indoor o en area could hel  at events too.
 ram arking takes lot s of s ace
 here should be somewhere rominent for the dis la  of documentation
 he la ground and building should have s aces that are varied in character atmos here material.
 here should be a s ace that is more isolated for the teachers.
 here  shoud be a s ace that is more se erate.  destination, different in character, a break from the grou  rooms.

Basic Considerations



History/Context

Biblioteksgården
År 1937 flyttade folkbiblioteket och slogs samman med ABF:s 
studiecirkelsbibliotek ”Biblioteksgården” på Charlottenburgsvägen 
20 i Vasalund. Sådan sammanslagning av olika biblioteksformer var 
mycket vanliga vid denna tid. Till bibliotekarie utsågs Åke Östlund. 
Han hade som barn hjälpt sin far folkskollärare Edvard Östlund att 
hålla biblioteket i Centralskolan öppet. Åke Östlund kom att förestå 
biblioteket under nära ett halvt sekel ända fram till sin pensionering i 
mitten på 1970-talet.

Biblioteksverksamheten var under de första årtiondena blygsam jämfört 
med dagens verksamhet. Små lokaler och anslag satte en gräns för dess 
möjlighet att erbjuda det som efterfrågades av besökarna.

Filialer öppnas
Solna blev stad 1943 och två mindre filialer slog upp dörrarna, i 
Ulriksdal 1946 och i Huvudsta 1947. Filialerna inhystes i stadsdelarnas 
folkskolor. Barn- och ungdomsböcker saknades helt på dessa bibliotek. 
Det första barn- och ungdomsbiblioteket öppnades först 1953 i 
Råsunda folkskola. Efter andra världskriget expanderade Solna kraftigt. 
I mitten av 1950-talet planerades den framtida biblioteksservicen att 
växa i omfattning till ett huvudbibliotek och sex filialer.

Preschools in the surrounding area



Axonometry (sketch)
Scale 1:500



Area?
How to fit everything on the plot with 30% maximum footprint?



Area?

 ll the grou  rooms should be accessible from the street and have direct 
access to the la ground. 

 he reschool and it s grounds should strive to be wheelchair accessible. 

o fullfil the above conditions and meet or e ceed the minimum 
re uirements for la ground s ace it s nescesar  to use the roof as o en 
s ace la ground (fri ta). Ram s will be needed too.

t seemed ractical to facilitate access from the street to the kitchen, 
because of the need for regular deliveries. his meant that the dining room 
should also be in close ro imit  with for eas  access.

Sketches in Autocad



Sketches/Sketch model
Early ideas (original model scale 1:50)



Models
Early ideas (original scale 1:200)



Models
Structure model (original scale 1:50)



Models
Structure model (original scale 1:50)



20 DEC 12:00

20 JUN 12:00

20 JUN 09:00

20 JUN 16:00

20 MAR 12:00

20 MAR 09:00

20 MAR 16:00

20 DEC 14:00

20 DEC 10:00



BBR

3:1222 Ramper på tomter
Ramper ska kunna användas av personer med nedsatt 
rörelseförmåga. De ska luta högst 1:12.
Allmänt råd
Ramper bör kompletteras med trappor där det är möjligt.
För personer med nedsatt rörelseförmåga kan det vara svårt att
klara flera ramper i rad med en total höjd på mer än 1,0 meter. En 
ramp bör
– ha minst 2 meter långa vilplan,
– ha en höjdskillnad på högst 0,5 meter mellan vilplanen,
– ha en fri bredd på minst 1,3 meter,
– vara fri från hinder, och
– ha ett minst 40 mm högt avåkningsskydd om det finns nivåskill-
nader mot omgivningen.
En ramp får luta högst 1:12 för att minimera risken att någon ska 
välta. En ramp blir säkrare att använda om den inte lutar mer än 
1:20.
Regler om trappor och ledstänger finns i avsnitt 8:91.

3:1422 Ramper i byggnader
Ramper ska kunna användas av personer med nedsatt 
rörelseförmåga.
Ramper ska luta högst 1:12.
Allmänt råd
En ramp bör
a) ha minst 2 meter långa vilplan,
b) ha en höjdskillnad på högst 0,5 meter mellan vilplanen, c) ha en 
total höjdskillnad på högst 1,0 meter,
d) ha en fri bredd på minst 1,3 meter,
e) vara fri från hinder, och

Opera House, Oslo, 1:7 gradient

Robson Square, Vancouver, 1:10 gradient
Many problems with this! Dangerous steps with uneven landings 

and a steep ramp with many turns and risk for falling off the sides.

BFS 2004:15 ALM 1

Ramper och trappor
9 § Om det inte är möjligt att undvika att anordna en trappa skall 
denna kom- pletteras med en ramp eller en alternativ väg som 
personer med nedsatt rörelseförmåga kan använda. Trappor och 
ramper skall utformas så att även personer med nedsatt rörelse- el-
ler orienteringsförmåga kan förflytta sig säkert.
Allmänt råd
En ramp bör:
a. luta högst 1:20 mellan minst 2 meter långa vilplan,
b. ha en höjdskillnad på högst 0,5 meter mellan vilplanen,
c. ha en fri bredd på 1,5 meter,
d. vara fri från hinder samt
e. ha ett minst 40 mm högt avåkningsskydd om det finns höjdskill-
nader
mot omgivningen.
För personer med nedsatt rörelseförmåga kan det vara svårt att 
använda
fler än två ramper efter varandra.
Vid utformning av en trappa bör trappans lutning och längd samt 
måttförhållandet mellan trappstegens höjd och djup beaktas. 
Trappans lutning i gånglinjen bör inte ändras inom samma trap-
plopp. Enstaka trappsteg med avvikande höjd bör inte förekomma. 
Trappstegets djup i en trappa bör vara minst 0,30 meter, mätt i 
gånglinjen.
För att snubbelrisken skall minimeras bör en trappa ha fler än två 
steg. För krav på kontrastmarkeringar, se 11 §.

The local council followed all the rules here!

Ramps
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